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Terms & Conditions:
1. We accept ONE to ONE Exchange of Faulty Goods with Original Packaging & Invoices ONLY
Due to Manufacturing Faults within 7 (SEVEN) Days. This policy Does Not Apply to products
which are Damaged After leaving our store.
2. The goods are sold on a CASH ON DELIVERY / CASH TERM basis [COD]. If full payment of the
purchase price cannot be made upon delivery or collection, a surcharge of 20% of the purchase price
and interest of 1% per month of the purchase price of balance until full payment is payable.
3. In any circumstances, we, the supplier, will only compensate the customer in the event of the loss is
resulted from our errors and or faults. However, the limit of the compensation will up to the amount
equivalent or not more than the amount that we have received from the customer including deposits
and progress payments. By accepting this offer, the customer has consented to accept the limit at
all times.
4. In the Absence of any Approved proof for the goods, seller shall not be liable for any errors, mistakes,
faults, defects in the goods.
5. As all items are made according to our own level of workmanships and used only
materials/accessories which are available in our store, IT IS NOT POSSIBLE to produce and item
which is identical to your ideal brands/expensive branded product which made elsewhere.

6. Copyright Reserved. Images and contents in this website are the intellectual properties

of YIP'S PRINTING PTE LTD (Business Reg: 199103024E) is Registered at 20B Jalan Leban,
Sembawang Hills Estate, Singapore 577557.

7. Logos/Trademarks being used in our website are to show the various nature of imprints on different
product and these logos do not represent an endorsement or product order by the respective owners.
We will take legal actions against any forms of Duplications and Printing of photos, Extraction of our
website information and photos without seeking a permission from YIP'S PRINTING PTE LTD.

